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ARE YOU NEXT?

Due to the large number of attacks 
and the continuous shift of 
company boundaries (cloud 
computing, company acquisitions, 
managed services... ), it is only a 
matter of time before a break-in 
succeeds.

Our Secure Administration 
Environment (SAE) offers solid 
protection against such attacks.

... and for sure significantly more expensive - some average numbers
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4,3 M €

Cost for a data breach in 
Germany

of attackers attempting 
to spread laterally in the network using 

stolen credentials

70%

170 Days

Until an attacker is unveiled

25.610

Stolen data sets
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https://www.carbonblack.com/global-incident-response-threat-report/april-2019/
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We demonstrate to your IT team 
how attackers act to steal your 
credentials, analyze your 
environment and plan the 
necessary steps to sustainably 
increase your IT security level.

Four pillars to protect your identities
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Know your Adversaries
It is important to know the attack 

methods and techniques in order to 
take appropriate countermeasures.

Systems should be classified into tiers 
based on their value to the company 

and protection requirements. 

Tier the systems

Layer the Defenses
The assets should be protected 

by multiple layers of security 
based on their tier class.

Monitor and improve
Adversaries adept, improve and so 
should you. Continual improvement 

is key to long term success.
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OUR SECURE 
ADMINISTRATION 
ENVIRONMENT 
WORKSHOP...

...will give you a solid 
understanding of your adversaries, 
the state of your environment and 
a plan on how you can improve 
your security. 

1.

PREPARE
In a workshop we explain how attackers 
act, what the current threats are and how 
to protect yourself.

2.
ANALYZE
Next, we analyze your environment and 
document the current status.

3.

PLAN
Together, we define the appropriate 
countermeasures for your environment and 
create the implementation roadmap.

4.

IMPLEMENT
We help you to gradually implement the 
measures to steadily and continually 
increase your security posture.www.teal-consulting.de
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Founded in Feb 2017 we 
specialized in IT security projects, 
helping our clients to increase their 
security level substantially.

All consultants are highly 
experienced and trained regularly 
to achieve always the best results 
for our customers.

Who we are
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ALEXANDER SCHMITT
Founder

FABIAN BÖHM
Founder

MANUEL HOFFMANN
Founder

I have been advising my clients for over 
10 years. I have already taken on a wide 
variety of roles. From the "normal" team 
member to the architect to the project 
manager, everything was actually there.

As a security consultant my main focus 
is on Microsoft Active Directory, PKI and 
Cloud projects. I support our customers 
in improving the security level in a 
sustainable way and in detecting attacks 
at an early stage.

I mainly plan and manage infrastructure 
projects for my clients. My strengths lie 
above all in the technological 
implementation of compliance and 
governance requirements.


